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1A study of Permanent magnet couplings with Progressivemagnetization using analytical exact formulationJ.F. Charpentier and G. LemarquandAbstract| In this paper, original structures of per-manent magnet cylindrical air gap couplings with pro-gressive magnetization are studied. In these couplings,paralelepipedical magnets with non classical magnetiza-tion direction are used and stuck in ironless cores. Themagnetization direction of each magnet is chosen to pro-vide an optimal repartition of the induction in the airgap. This progressive magnetization allows to obtainvery high values of pull out torque. These types of struc-tures with ironless cores and very high pull-out torqueseem very advantageous solutions to minimize the iner-tia and maximize the pull-out torque of a magnetic cou-pling. A very e�cient method to calculate the torque ofsuch a coupling is presented. This method is based onthe use of analytical forces formulas between magnets.This way of calculation allows to evaluate exactly theperformance of the studied couplings when the mainsdimensions of the coupling are varying with small calcu-lation time. In this paper the inuence of the numberof pole pairs, the inuence of the number of magnets bypole, the inuence of the magnets thickness, the inu-ence of the air gap radius and the inuence of the lengthof the structure are studied and discussed.I. IntroductionPE RMANENT Magnet magnetic couplings are used inmany industrial applications. They allow to transmittorque from a rotating part to another rotating part withoutany mechanical contact. They are used in sealed equipmentto transmit a movment through a separation wall. Theyare also very useful in high security applications to avoidfailures due to torque overload.The more useful characteristics for a Permanent magnetcoupling are the pull-out torque, the inertia, the overall di-mensions and the cost of the device. So to design e�cientlya Permanent Magnet coupling, we want to maximize thepull-out torque, minimize the inertia and reduce the costfor a given set of overall dimensions.This paper concerns the study of Permanent Magnetcouplings with progressive magnetisation. In these struc-tures Permanent Magnet with non classical magnetisationdirection are used and stuck in ironless cores [1]. This typeof devices allows to obtain very high value for the pull-outtorque with a small magnet volume. The use of ironlesscores allows to have very low inertia for the device and ismanuscript received June 1998the authors belong to the Laboratoire d'Electrotechnique et de Mag-netisme de Brest, IUT de brest rue de Kergoat 29267 Brest CedexFrance

not a disavantage in the magnetic point of view. This solu-tion seems a very interesting way to maximize the pull-outtorque, minimize the inertia and reduce the cost of the cou-pling.A classical tool to study P.M. couplings is F.E. analy-sis [2], [3] which allows to calculate the pull-out torque ofthe device for a given geometry of the structure, but thismethod is very time consuming. This calculation time is animportant limitation for a systematic study of the device.Some analytical methods exist to calculate the torque ofP.M. couplings They are based on 2D or 3D hypothesis.� Furlani have developed 2D and 3D model to computethe torque of radial couplings[4], [5], [6]. Neverthelessthis formulation can be only used with cylindrical tylemagnets and use numerical integration in the 3D case.So this formulation can not be use in the case of pro-gressively magnetized structures.� Some authors have presented formulations to computeforces between cuboidal and parallepipedic magnets[7], [8]. Recently a formulation has been proposed byLemarquand [?]. This Formulation allows the calcula-tion of the torque of couplings where classicaly magne-tized magnets are used with ironless materials [9], [?].In this paper we show that the formulation proposed byLemarquand allows to evaluate easily and very quickly thepull-out torque of a P.M. progressive magnetization cou-pling. Then the inuence of the the variation of each char-acteristic dimension of the coupling on the performance ofthe device have been studied. This systematic study allowus to determine some general rules which allows to designe�ciently a coupling with progressive magnetisation.II. Structures PresentationIn this paper some structures of permanent magnetscoupling with progressive magnetization are studied. Inthese structures parallelepipedic rare earth Permanent Mag-net with a non classical magnetization direction and 1 Teslaremanence are stuck in ironless cores. This type of mag-net presents a magnetization direction which is not paral-lel to one of the edge of the magnet as shown in Fig. 1The magnetization direction of each magnet is chosen tobe progressively oriented from one pole to one other. Thisdisposition of magnets magnetizations allows to create anoptimal induction in the air-gap of the coupling [1], [10]. Asan example of magnetization direction repartition, the angle�i, between the magnetization direction and the tangential



Fig. 1. Magnet with non-classical magnetizationaxe, for the ith magnet of a south pole of the inner rotor ofa coupling with same size magnets, as shown in Fig. ??, ischosen at the following value :�i = �2N + (i� 1) �N (1)where N is the number of magnets by pole of the coupling.
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Fig. 2. angles of magnetization in an inner rotor south poleIn all this study all the magnet of a rotor have the samedimensions and the number of magnets by pole can vary.In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 two examples of 4 poles couplingwith respectively 4 and 5 magnets by pole are presented.The main parameters of such a coupling are :� The number of pole pairs : np� The number of magnets by pole : N� The Length of the structure in the third dimension : L� The mean Radius of the air gap :Ra� The mechanical air gap : a . This air gap is the minimaldistance between the inner and the outer rotor.� The magnet thickness of the inner and outer rotor : Thiand ThoIn Fig. 5 A pole of a 5 magnets by pole coupling isrepresented and the main dimensions of the coupling areshown. To simplify the study, in all the considered casesthe inner magnets and the outer magnets have the samethickness(Thi = Tho). This choice allows to avoid the de-magnetization problems.With such a progressive magnetization the magnetic uxis mainly contained in the magnet area and the presence of

Fig. 3. 4 poles coupling with 4 magnets by pole

Fig. 4. 4 poles coupling with 5 magnets by pole
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Thi Fig. 5. Main dimensions of a couplingan iron core does not increase very much the ux createdby each rotor in the air gap [10]. That means that the use



of ironless cores is not a disadvantage in the magnetic pointof view. In other hand ironless cores allow to have a verylow inertia for the inner and the outer rotor [?]. Therefore,in all the studied devices the magnets are stuck in ironlesscores. This solution allows computation of the torque by theway of force analytical formulas proposed by Lemarquand.Indeed this formulas are only available when there is no softferromagnetic material.III. Torque calculation methodThe performance of the studied couplings can be eval-uated by the computation of the pull-out torque of eachcoupling. This calculation is based on analytical formu-las developed by Lemarquand which allows to calculate thecomponents of the forces exerted on a parallebipedic magnetby another parallebipedic magnet [?].A. Force between two magnets with a non classical magne-tizationThis Formulation of forces allows to compute exactlythe forces in two direction ( y and z ) between two magnetswhen the magnetization direction is parallel to the z-edgeof the magnet and when one edge of the �rst magnet isparallel to one edge of the second magnet. The analyticalexpressions of this forces is given in appendix. The forcesare given as a function of the position of the corner O0 ofthe second magnet in the �rst magnet local coordinate sys-tem (0xyz), of the dimensions of the two magnets and ofthe angle � between the Oxy and Ox'y' planes. This con-�guration is illustrated by Fig. ??. In the studied case the
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Fig. 6. y and z forces between two magnetsmagnetization directions of the magnets are not parallel tothe z-axe in the local coordinates of the magnets. Howeverthe magnetization of one of the studied magnet can be de-composed in two directions along the y and z edge of themagnet. That means that a magnet M with a non classicalmagnetization direction. can be considered as the superpo-sition of two magnets of same size Mz and My magnetizedwith the magnetization ~Jz and ~Jy where ~Jz is collinear tothe z-axe and ~Jy to the y-axe in the local coordinates of the

magnet as shown at Fig. 7. Then the magnetization ~J ofthe magnet M is equal to :~J = ~Jz + ~Jy (2)This assumption is true because of the linearity of the prob-lem.
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JzFig. 7. Superposition of two classically magnetized magnetsThen the force exerted on the magnet M by anothermagnetM 0 can be expressed as the sum of the forces exertedon the magnet Mz and My by the magnets M 0z and M 0y.WhereMz andMy,M 0z andMy' are the equivalents magnetsresulting of the decomposition of the magnet M and M 0respectively. If the magnet M is one magnet of the innerrotor and the magnet M 0 is a magnet of the outer rotor,then the tangential component of the force exerted by themagnetM 0 on the magnetM can be easily calculated. Thiscomponent is the only one which contributes to the torqueand can be calculated as the sum of the z-component ofthe forces exerted on the magnet My by the magnets M 0yand M 0z and the y-component of the forces exerted on themagnet Mz by the magnets M 0y and M 0z as shown in the�gure 8.Then the expression of the tangential component of theforce exerted by an outer rotor magnet in an inner rotormagnet can be easily established using the analytical for-mulation of forces. This expression can be expressed as afunction of the main dimensions, the position and the mag-netization direction of the two magnets.B. Torque CalculationThen the total torque of a �rst, second or third typecoupling can be calculated as the product of the sum of thetangential forces exerted in each magnet of the inner rotorby all the magnets of the outer rotor, with the average radiusof the magnets of the inner rotor.T = ( Xi 2 inner rotor( Xj 2 outer rotor Ft(i; j)):rin (3)where T is the total torque of the coupling, Ft(i; j) is thetangential force exerted by the magnet j of the outer rotoron the magnet i of the inner rotor (Fy or Fz) and rin isthe average radius of the magnets of the inner rotor. So
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Fig. 8. decomposition of the tangential component of the forcebetween an inner and an outer magnetthe torque of a given coupling can be easily computed as afunction of the main dimensions of the coupling and of theangular relative position of the rotors by the use of simplegeometry considerations which allow to determine the po-sitions,the orientations and the magnetization direction ofeach magnet.Torque = F (np; N; L;Ra; Thi; Tho; a; �) (4)where � is the angular relative position of the rotors. No-tice that this calculation method allows to compute exactlythe torque of such a coupling with 3D hypothesis. As anexample the torque of a 20 poles couplings with 5 magnetsby pole has been computed as a function of the angular rel-ative position of the rotors �. In this example values ofthe average radius of the air gap, of the magnet thicknessand of the length of device are respectively Ra = 100mm,Thi = Tho = 10mm and L = 1m. In Fig. 9 the torqueversus � for this example is shown. We can notice that thewaveform of this torque is very near of a sinusoid. This wayof computing allows very small calculation time. the CPUtime necessary to calculate the torque for a position in theprevious example is only 1.36 seconds in a Pentium II 333Mhz under Linux Operating System.IV. Influence of the number of magnets by poleIn this part of the study we consider a �xed numberof pole pairs and �xed set of dimensions of the couplings

Fig. 9. waveform of the torque for a 20 poles couplings with 5magnets by pole(a, wi = wo,Ra,L). The corresponding values for the maindimensions of the couplings are :� Ra = 100mm� a = 2mm� Tho = Thi = 10mm� L is �xed to 1 m to minimize the inuence of the lengthof the structures in the third dimension.The Fig. 10 shows the evolution of the pull-out torque ver-sus the number of magnets by pole for 10 pole pairs, 15pole pairs and 20 pole pairs. We can notice that the valueof the pull out torque tend to an asymptotic value whenthe number of pole pairs increases. This asymptotic valuecorrespond to a continuous progressive magnetization in themagnet area. We can notice that this asymptotic value canbe 2:6 more important than the value of the pull-out torqueobtained for the classical radial magnetization case whichcorresponds to the 1 magnet by pole case. We can also re-mark that this asymptotic value depends on the number ofpole pairs for a given radius a given air gap and a giventhickness of the magnets.V. influence of the number of pole pairsIn this part of the study we want to see the inuenceof the number of pole pairs on the pull-out torque of a pro-gressive magnetization coupling. To see this inuence wecalculate the pull-out torque for a given set of characteristicdimensions (Ra, a, Tho = Thi, L) and for di�erent numberof magnet by poles when the number of pole pairs is vary-



Fig. 10. Evolution of the pull-out torque versus the number ofmagnet by pole for 10, 15 and 20 pole pairsing. The �xed set of dimensions is the same than in theparagraph 5. Fig. 11 presents the evolution of the pull-outtorque of such a progressive magnetization coupling for 1magnet by pole, 2 magnets by pole, 3 magnets by pole ,4 magnets by pole, and 5 magnets by pole couplings ver-sus the number of pole pairs. We can notice that all thecurves present a maximum. This result is well known in theclassical radial couplings [9]. The maximal value of pull-outtorque is obtained for the same number of pole pairs for allthe di�erent number of magnets by poles. That means thatthe optimal number of pole pairs does not depend on thenumber of magnet by pole and depends only on the mainsdimensions of the coupling (Ra, a, Tho = Thi, L).VI. Influence of the mean Radius of the air gapTo study the inuence of the mean radius of the air gapwe determine the evolution of the optimal number of polepairs which corresponds to the maximal pull-out torque andof the corresponding value of the pull out torque, when theradius is varying. This value is evaluated for each radius bythe same way as in the paragraph 5. The study is done witha �xed set of dimensions (a = 2mm, Tho = Thi = 10mm,L = 1m) and with 4 magnets by pole structures. This valueof 4 magnets by pole corresponds to a good compromise be-tween the number of magnets by poles and the value of thepull-out torque. In fact,as shown in Fig. 10, with 4 magnetsby pole the pull-out torque is near to the asymptotic valueobtained when the number of magnet by pole increases. The

Fig. 11. Evolution of the pull-out torque versus the number ofpole pairs for 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 magnets by poleFig. 12 shows the evolution of the optimal number of polepairs which corresponds to the maximal value of pull-outtorque, when the mean radius of the air gap is varying. Wecan notice that the optimal number of pole pairs is propor-tional to the mean radius of the air gap. That means thatfor the optimal con�gurations for a �xed magnet width andfor a �xed air gap one pole occupies the same length in thecircumference of the air gap. That means that this length,Lp = Ra��np , is the same for all the optimal con�gurations.In the Fig. 13 the curve in solid line represents the evolutionof the value of the maximal pull-out torque obtained for theoptimal number of pole pairs versus the mean radius of theair gap. The curve in dotted line is the interpolation of the�rst curve by the following functionf(Ra) = k:(Ra)2 where k = 2:3:106 (5)We can notice that these two curves are nearly identical.That means that the maximal value of the pull-out torque,obtained for the optimal number of poles pairs, appears tobe proportional to the square of the mean radius of the air-gap. This assumption seems logical : the force between twoadjacent poles of the inner and outer rotors is approxima-tively the same for all the optimal con�gurations becausethe poles occupy the same length in the circumference ofthe air gap. So the torque appears to be proportional to thenumber of poles pairs and to the radius. That means thatthe torque appears to be proportional to the square of theradius.



Fig. 12. Evolution of the optimal number of pole pairs versusthe mean radius of the air-gap

Fig. 13. Evolution of the maximal pull-out torque versus themean radius of the air gapVII. Influence of the magnet thicknessIn this part of the study we want to evaluate the in-uence of the variation of the magnet thickness in the per-

formances of the couplings. For a �xed set of dimensions(a = 2mm, Ra = 100mm, L = 1m) the optimal number ofpole pairs and the corresponding value of the pull-out torqueis calculated, in the same way as in the paragraph 5, whenthe magnet thickness is varying. Fig. 14 shows the evolutionof the optimal number of pole pairs versus the magnet thick-ness. Fig. 15 shows the evolution of the corresponding valueof maximal the pull-out torque versus the magnet thickness.We can see that the value for the optimal number of polespairs does not depend of the number of magnet by pole.This number of pole pairs converges toward and asymptoticvalue when the magnet thickness increases. In Fig. 15 wenotice that the value of the optimal pull-out torque reachesa maximum and then decreases when the magnet thicknessincreases. The value of the thickness which corresponds tothis maximum does not depend on the number of magnetsby pole. That means that an optimal value for the mag-net thickness exists and corresponds to an optimal valuefor the magnet volume. This can be explained by the factthat when the magnet thickness increases the width of theparallelepipedic magnet of the inner rotor is limited by theminimal radius of the inner rotor as shown in Fig. 16. Thenif the thickness increases too much, this width become toosmall to obtain a good value for the pull-out torque of thecoupling.

Fig. 14. Evolution of the optimal number of pole pairs versusthe magnet width for 2 magnets by pole and 4 magnets bypoles structures



Fig. 15. Evolution of the maximal pull-out torque versus themagnet width for 2 magnets by pole and 4 magnets by polesstructuresVIII. Influence of the length of the device inthe third dimensionTo study the inuence of the length of the couplings inthe third dimensions, we have studied the behavior of a cou-pling for a given set of values for the number of pole pairs,the average radius of the air-gap, and the magnet thickness,when the length of the device is varying. These values arenp = 24, Ra = 100mm, Thi = Tho = 10mm, respectively.The Fig. 17 shows the evolution of the pull out torque of theair gap versus the number of pole pairs for structures with 1and 4 magnets by pole. The curves in dashed line presentsan evaluation of the pull-out torque of a coupling by linearinterpolation of a very long structure with a bidimensionalhypothesis. We can notice that the di�erence between thelinear approximation ,(2D hypothesis), and the calculatedvalue (3D hypothesis) remains quasi-constant in absolutevalue, when the length of the device varies . That can beexplained because the di�erence between the 3D and 2Dcase is due to a end e�ect in the two ends of the structure.In this two ends the magnetic ux due to the rotor magnetsis not contained entirely in the air gap of the coupling, sothe torque is more important with 2D calculation hypothesisthan in the 3D calculation case. In other hand, this e�ect islocalized in space in the two ends of the structures, so thevalue of the di�erence between 2D and 3D calculation doesnot vary very much with the length of the structure. Thatmeans that all the assumptions, which have established in
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Fig. 16. Inuence of magnets thickness on the width of the mag-net of inner rotorthe precedent paragraphs, do not depends on the length ofthe structure. IX. ConclusionIn this paper Permanent Magnet couplings with pro-gressive magnetization have been studied using an analyti-cal method based on forces formulas between magnets. Thestudy shows that progressive magnetisation PM couplingsallows to obtain better pull-out torque than the tradition-nal radial ones and have a lower inertia.
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Fig. 17. Torque versus the device length for 1 and 4 magnets bypole (respectively (a) and (b)) : 2D case in dashed line, 3Dcase in solid lineThe systematic study of the performances of these pro-gressive magnetization couplings when the mains dimen-sions are varying allows us to determine some general rulesof design. References[1] L. Maosan, S. Caitu, C. Renhuai, W. Wentai, and Z. Jiemin,\Magnetic �eld analysis of rec devices with gradually varied mag-
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